IMO AT-A-GLANCE

Powering care as you intended.
IMO is dedicated to powering care as you intended, through a platform that
is intelligent, intuitive, and intentional. Used by more than 4,500 hospitals
and 500,000 physicians daily, IMO’s clinical interface terminology (CIT)
forms the foundation for healthcare enterprise needs including effective
management of EHR problem lists, accurate documentation, and the
mapping of over 2.4 million terms and 24 coding systems across the globe.
IMO offers a portfolio of products that include terminologies and value
sets that are clinically-vetted, always current, and maintenance-free. This
aligns to provider organizations’ missions, EHR platforms’ inherent power,
and the evolving vision of the healthcare industry while ensuring accurate
care documentation and administrative codes. So clinicians can get back to
being clinicians, health systems can get reimbursed, and patients can more
easily engage in their own care. As intended.

IMO SOLUTIONS SUITE

IMO Core

IMO Core Periop

IMO Core Procedure

IMO Precision Sets

A clinical interface
terminology (CIT)
solution to better
manage diagnoses and
patient problem lists

A CIT solution that
maintains the procedures
in your surgical
dictionary to optimize
your operating room

A CIT solution that
maps procedure terms
to appropriate billing
and reference codes

Up-to-date value
sets for better
quality reporting and
understanding of
patient cohorts

Our industry-leading CIT solutions form the
foundation of the IMO platform.
IMO Core solutions provide clinically-validated,
continuously updated, curated content and
intuitive workflow applications. IMO Precision
solutions leverage the power of our Core
offerings to deliver content, software, and
services that provide more precise analysis and
reporting of data – from patient to population.
To learn how IMO solutions can help your
organization unlock new value from your EHR,
contact us at sales@e-imo.com or 847-272-1242.
* IMO Precision Patient Summary is not available for any use, commercial
or non-commercial. Information regarding potential future products
is intended to outline our general product direction and it should not
be relied on in making a purchasing decision. IMO Precision Patient
Summary is not a formal, commercially-approved IMO product name.

